Remote Learning with the Psychology
Psychology is known as the Science of Mind and Behaviour. This a particularly
interesting time to be considering why people do
the things they do! Just watching the news is an
eye opener into what drives people to do the
things they do. Also, seeing how the community
has pulled together and how our staff and students alike are coping with the uncertainty gives a
fascinating and pleasing insight into human nature.
Our Psychology students, in year 10 and 11, have
been working very hard at home, completing a variety of tasks from sitting exams, due to be taken in
school in the week lockdown started, to making

They also got creative and using whatever materials they could lay their
hands on created models of the brain and neurons, using their previous
studies into neuropsychology to help them.

Currently we are busy preparing bridging work to help to introduce Year 11s to
their post 16 choices, including Psychology, Sociology and Criminology. Tasks
will include introductory websites, using newspapers to carry out research, reading recommendations, both fiction and non-fiction, and watching some great
films!!! Perfect for this time at home!
Some students have even bveen taking part in Open University courses to support their Psychology Bridging Work.
They have been doing a variety of tasks for Criminology, for example:
In Criminology students have been asked to conduct research on the some of
the following campaigns. Find out what the original crime was that sparked the
campaign; what the aim of the campaign was; what methods were used (eg. TV
interviews, advertising, wristbands, petitions, T-shirts etc) and whether the campaign was successful.
And been invited to take virtual tours of significant buildings to help understand
Criminal Justice, like:
Supreme Court buildings in London and the National Justice Museum in Nottingham
And for sociology considered the Sociology of Corona- analysing societal implications of what we are living through.

Exciting stuff!!!!!
All the students have impressed us and done themselves
proud with their commitment to their studies. we
are pleased they are staying safe and well and are
looking after their wellbeing.
We look forward to seeing them all just as soon as we

are able! Miss Lee and Mrs Young

